Small-area incidence trends in breast cancer.
During the past 2 decades, the observed incidence of in situ and early-stage invasive breast cancer has increased substantially as a result of increased use of mammography. Geographic variability in the increase in breast cancer incidence has been observed among large areas. Examining the variability among small areas in the incidence over time will facilitate appropriate geographic allocation of resources aimed at increasing screening. We examined county-specific increases in breast cancer incidence over time, specifically the variability and spatial correlation in the increase in breast cancer incidence. The analyses were based on county-level data (1973-1997) from the Iowa Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program. A spatiotemporal hierarchical Bayesian model was used to examine variability in county-specific rates (intercepts, slopes, and spatial correlations) among white women at least 40 years of age. Posterior values indicate there was little variability among counties in the change in breast cancer incidence over time (slope) but substantial variation among intercepts. There was considerable spatial correlation among the county-specific intercepts but a lack of a spatial correlation among the county-specific slopes. There was no correlation between the county-specific intercept and slope. Breast cancer incidence increased over time, but county-specific rates increased independently relative to their neighboring counties or their initial rate.